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THE WINNER is the player with the most Influence 
Tokens (IT) after Final Scoring.

HUNTING PARTIES consist of a player’s Hunter, 
their Allies and their animal Companions.
 † Each Hunter has one unique Ability and one 

unique Forte Token.
 † Hunter Abilities can be used anytime but Forte 

Tokens may only be deployed at the end of the 
Vie Phase.

INFLUENCE TOKENS not only determine the win-
ner, but are a resource used for:
 † Wagering in the Vie Phase
 † Purchasing Supplies
 † Locking/Unlocking the Official Record
 † Inflicting Intrigue upon another player/avoiding 

the effects of Intrigue
 † Trading resources with other players in the End Phase

Players can earn IT by manipulating the Official Record to 
fulfil Estate or Loyalty Agendas, participating in Hunts, 
and discarding Encounter Cards for their face value in IT.

FIRST PLAYER PRIVILEGE is determined in the Vie 
Phase, where players wager for control of the Privi-
lege Token.
 † The player in possession of the Privilege Token 

takes the first turn in the Journey Phase.

THE NATURE OF THE BEAST is defined during 
setup by placing 4 random Beast ID Cards inside the 
4 Beast ID Envelopes.
 † The 4 Beast ID Cards within the envelopes make 

up the Beast ID Sequence, which is looked up in 
the Book of the Beast to reveal the true Nature 
of the Beast. There are 24 possible sequences.

 † The Nature of the Beast remains secret until the 
Final Confrontation and one of the players’ key 
objectives is to attempt to uncover the Nature of 
the Beast before the Final Confrontation.

 † Players may use Ally and Encounter Abilities as 
well as Location Bonuses to secretly look at one or 
more of the cards inside the Beast ID Envelopes.

THE OFFICIAL RECORD (OR) has 4 positions: 
Trending, Rising, Unpopular and Eschewed 
(‘TRUE’ for short).
 † During setup, the 4 unique Explanation Tokens are 

randomly placed on the OR – one on each space and 
represent the 4 different Explanations of the Beast: 
Supernatural, Exotic, Natural and Hoax.

 † Players must manipulate the OR to fulfil Estate 
and Loyalty Agendas.

ESTATE AND LOYALTY AGENDAS are defined 
during setup.
 † Each player pledges their allegiance to one of the 

Four Estates, which have their own preferred 
Explanation for the Beast: Nobility prefers 
Supernatural | Church prefers Exotic | Locals 
prefer Natural | Press prefers Hoax.

 † At the end of each Round, players score points for 
their performance against their Estate Agenda, 
according to the Score Guide on the Game 
Board.

 † Each player is also dealt one Loyalty Card at the 
start of the game, which has one Explanation to 
Promote (move up the OR) and one to Suppress 
(move down the OR). Players only score their 
Loyalty performance once, during Final Scoring 
at the end of the game.

LOCATIONS have a Location Bonus and a Peril Rank 
displayed on the Game Board.
 † Players may choose to use a Location Bonus 

when they Journey to that Location.
 † Peril Rank represents the level of danger at that 

Location and is used to define player Turn Order 
in the Encounter Phase as well as to define Hunt 
Roll targets during the Hunt Phase.
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WEAPONS AND COMPANIONS are both Supplies 
which aid players during the Hunt Phase.
 † Companions also provide relief from Fear and if 

a player possess more than one Companion, their 
effects are cumulative.

 † Supplies may be either purchased for their cost in 
IT or sometimes acquired for free.

 † Before they are purchased or acquired, Supplies 
are stored in the Supply Pool.

 † There are 3 Weapon types: Regular (default, 
starting weapon) | Superior (better) +1 to Hunt 
Rolls | Gilded (best) +2 to Hunt Rolls | Blessed 
+ 2 to Hunt Rolls.

 † Gilded or Blessed Weapons are required to Hunt 
some Supernatural Beasts.

 † There are 2 Companion types: Hound: Reroll all 
dice | Horse: +1 to Hunt Roll

SUSPICION ROLLS must be made after purchasing 
Supplies from Mende.
 † Players roll 1 die and must meet or exceed 

the total IT cost in of the Supplies they just 
purchased.

 † No dice modifiers are permitted.
 † A failed roll results in the player shuffling their 

Supplies and the First Player randomly discard-
ing one of the player’s Supply Cards.

 † The player may retain their Supplies by paying 
the face value of the Weapon or Companion 
that would be discarded.

DICE POOLS start at 1 die and unless otherwise 
stated can be increased using modifiers to a maxi-
mum of 5 dice.
 † To be successful when rolling, players must 

obtain at least one result that meets or exceeds 
their target. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HUNT ROLLS are detailed on the player’s Hunter 
Boards.
 † Players may spend 1 IT to add one extra dice to 

their Dice Pool. This may only be done twice.
 † Players may use a maximum of one Weapon to 

modify their Dice Pool or Hunt Roll. If they do, 
they must declare the use of the Weapon before 
their Hunt Roll. Once used, the Weapon is 
immediately returned to the Supply Pool, unless 
the player pays its IT cost again.

 † After a Hunt Roll, a player may use a Com-
panion to modify their roll result. Once used, 
the Companion is immediately returned to the 
Supply Pool, unless the player pays its IT cost 
again.

FEAR is inflicted on players that complete an Un-
successful Hunt or when they roll a 1 during an 
Intrigue Roll.
 † When afflicted by Fear, players add a Fear Token 

to their Hunter Board, which applies a negative 
modifier to all of their dice roll results:
• Horror side face up = -1
• Terror side face up = -2

 † Fear Tokens cannot be removed, but Compan-
ions can mitigate the effects.

 † Players can have a maximum of -2 Fear.

INTRIGUE can be inflicted by another player by 
using the Locations Bonus at Castle St Alban.
 † Players already at Mende are immune to In-

trigue and may not be targeted.
 † Players inflicted by Intrigue must roll 1 die and 

meet or exceed the target on the Intrigue Card.
• Success: the player avoids Intrigue 

Consequences.
• Failure: the player may choose to pay 2 IT to 

avoid Intrigue Consequences or they must 
move to Mende without using its Location 
Bonus.

 † If a player rolls a result of 1, they suffer Intrigue 
Cruelty and are afflicted by Fear.

 † Players may Sacrifice an Ally to automatically 
pass an Intrigue test.
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SACRIFICING AN ALLY allows players to automat-
ically avoid Intrigue Consequences or complete a 
Successful Hunt.
 † Sacrificing an Ally results in players gaining a 

Vengeance Token.

VENGEANCE TOKENS force players to roll 1 die to 
determine their destination in the Journey Phase: 1: 
Mont Mouchet | 2-3: The Deep Woods | 4-6: Castle 
St Alban
 † The player may use their Location Bonus as 

normal
 † The player also receives a +1 modifier to their 

Hunt Roll Results.
 † If the player completes a Successful or Expert 

Hunt, they remove their Vengeance Token.
 † If the player completes an Unsuccessful Hunt, 

they keep their Vengeance Token and gain -1 
Fear, unless they avoid it or already have Terror 
(-2 Fear).

ENCOUNTER CARDS can be used in 1 of 2 ways 
when discarded:
 † To immediately gain its value in IT
 † To use its Ability:

• Peek: Secretly look at that number of cards 
from the top of the named deck.

• Move: Journey to another Location for free. 
The player cannot use their new Location 
Bonus.

• Swap: Exchange the positions of two Explana-
tion Tokens on the Official Record.

• Lock: Pay x IT to Lock an Explanation Token 
on the Official Record for x Rounds. Players 
cannot move that Explanation Token until it 
is Unlocked during the End Phase. There is no 
limit to how many IT they spend this way.

THE FINAL CONFRONTATION is performed during 
Round 7, instead of the Hunt Phase:
1. Fight or Flight:
 † Players choose to flee and lose 3 IT or stand and 

fight the Beast.
2. Reveal the Beast:

a. Remove the 4 Beast ID Cards from the Beast 
ID Envelopes and place them face up on the 
Board, in order: 1 to 4.

b. Look up the Beast ID Sequence in the Book 
of the Beast and read aloud the details of that 
entry.

c. If there is one, immediately apply the Beast 
Effect to the game.

3. One Last Hunt:
 † Starting with the player at the Location with the 

highest Peril Rank and continuing in descending 
Peril Rank order, players Hunt the Beast.
• If it’s a Lone Entity, as soon as a player defeats 

the Beast, no more players may Hunt it.
• If it’s a Group Entity, all players may Hunt the 

Beast, even if it is defeated by another player.
If no one defeats the Beast in the Final Confrontation, it 
escapes and continues to torment Gévaudan!

FINAL SCORING is performed during Round 7, in-
stead of the End Phase:
1. Loyalty Check:
 † Check each player’s Loyalty Card and award IT 

according to their Loyalty Agenda performance:
• Explanation to Promote is Trending = 5 IT
• Explanation to Promote is Rising = 3 IT
• Explanation to Suppress is Unpopular = 3 IT
• Explanation to Suppress is Eschewed = 5 IT

2. Determine the Winner:
 † The winner of the game is the player with the 

most IT after Final Scoring.
 † If there is a tie, the player with more IT before 

Final Scoring is the winner.
 † If there is still a tie, it remains a shared victory.
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There are 7 Rounds. Each round has 5 Phases:
1. Vie Phase
2. Journey Phase
3. Encounter Phase
4. Hunt Phase 

• (or The Final Confrontation in Round 7)
5. End Phase 

• (or Final Scoring in Round 7)
Players take Turns during each Phase and  player Turn 
Order can change from Phase to Phase, based on player 
actions.

VIE PHASE:
1. Players secretly wager Influence Tokens (IT). Bluff-

ing is permitted.
2. Players reveal their wagers at the same time and the 

winner is the player with highest wager. (In a tie, the 
tied players wager again, up to 3 times. If there is still 
no clear winner, the current First Player retains the 
Privilege Token for this Round.)

3. If there is a clear winner, they assign the Privilege 
Token to a new First Player of their choice and pick 
the Vie Order (clockwise or anti-clockwise).

4. All IT wagered in the Vie Phase is returned to the IT 
Pool.

5. In Vie Order, players may decide to place their Forte 
Tokens on a Location of their choosing.

JOURNEY PHASE:
Starting with the First Player and proceeding in Vie 
Order, each player:
1. Places their Hunter on Mende or any other map 

Location with 1 or 0 players on it.
• The Journeying player must pay 1 IT to other 

players already occupying their destination.
• No payments are made to players already at 

Mende.
2. Chooses whether to use their Location Bonus.

ENCOUNTER PHASE:
All Encounter Cards in the Tableau are turned face up.
Starting with the player at the Location with the highest 
Peril Rank and continuing in descending Peril Rank 
order, each player:
1. Claims an Encounter Card from the Tableau and 

either:
• Discards their card to use its Ability.
• Or discards their card to gain its face value in IT.

Any remaining Encounter Cards are discarded from the 
Tableau.
If there are multiple players at the same Location, Turn 
Order for players at that Location proceeds in Vie Order.

HUNT PHASE:
If the game has reached Round 7, perform ‘The Final 
Confrontation’. Otherwise, starting with the player at 
the Location with the highest Peril Rank and continuing 
in descending Peril Rank order, each player:
1. May increase their Dice Pool to a maximum of 

5 dice, by spending IT or declaring the use of 
Weapons.

2. Performs a Hunt Roll against the Peril Rank of their 
current Location.

3. May modify their Dice Result by declaring the use of 
Companions.

4. May Sacrifice an Ally to automatically complete a 
Successful Hunt.

5. Checks their Hunt success:
• If 1 die exceeds their target, the player completes 

an Expert Hunt.
• If 1 die matches target, the player completes a 

Successful Hunt.
• If no dice match or exceed target, the player com-

pletes an Unsuccessful Hunt.
6. Consults the Hunt Result Table on the Board and 

allocates their Hunt rewards/penalties.
If there are multiple players at the same Location, Turn 
Order for players at that Location proceeds in Vie Order.

END PHASE:
If the game has reached Round 7, perform ‘Final Scor-
ing’. Otherwise, complete the End Phase:
1. Score Estate Agendas:

• The First Player checks the Official Record and 
awards IT to each player, based on their Estate 
Agenda performance:

• Explanation Trending = 2 IT
• Explanation Rising = 1 IT

2. Remove Locks:
• 1 IT is removed from each Explanation Token 

that is Locked on the Official Record.
• Players may also pay x IT to remove x additional 

IT that remain on a Lock.
3. Return Hunters to Hunter Boards.
4. Trade:

• Players may trade Weapons, Companions, Allies 
or IT interchangeably.

5. Prepare the next Round:
d. Deal no. of players +1 Encounter Cards, face 

down, to the Tableau.
e. Advance the Round Marker one space along the 

Round Track.
6. Begin the next Round’s Vie Phase

Gameplay Structure


